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During our first double handed circumnavigation aboard our Hans Christian 41T, Manu Kai, we 
found ourselves sharing an anchorage in the Indian Ocean in 2005 with a family 
circumnavigating aboard the Dashew Deerfoot 62, Emma. They invited us over for breakfast 
one morning and afterwards they gave us an up-close tour of what was obviously a purpose-
built world cruiser. Steve and Linda Dashew have spent their life sailing, designing, building and 
then sailing a series of designs all built upon the same principles of safety, speed and comfort 
for extended off the beaten path cruising by a crew of two.  Along the way they have authored 
several books (among them Surviving the Storm, Mariner’s Weather, and Practical Seamanship) 
that can be found in the library of every serious blue water sailor. And that day, in that lagoon 
more than 1,000 nm from the nearest continental landmass we knew we had found our next 
boat. 
 
Unfortunately, Emma wasn’t for sale so we spent the next four years in a largely futile attempt 
to locate one of the 14 Deerfoot 60 series hulls that had the right layout and that had been well 
cared for. In the end it was worth the wait.  Kailani (nee Astra) came up for sale in 2010 in the 
eastern Med almost halfway around the world from our home at the time in Sausalito, 
California. I made the long journey out to survey and sea trial her, and since the plan to begin 
our next voyaging adventure had the departure date a couple of years off, I enlisted a crew and 
sailed her from Turkey to the San Francisco Bay area.  This 10,000 nm delivery was made in a 
series of five legs and proved to be the ideal sea trial. Her sailing performance was everything 
we expected and more [Atlantic video], and by the time we sailed through the Golden Gate we 
had a list of changes, upgrades and fixes that would prepare her for the next chapter of our 
lives and hers. 
 
Since that first non-stop leg from San Francisco to Neiafu in Tonga, a distance of 4,600 nm 
which we covered in 23 days, Kailani has been home to our family of three. She took us around 
the world, over 32,000 miles with landfall in 28 countries. She was the boat school for our 
daughter who was only four when we departed, too small to reach the top of the wheel, much 
less to see over the bow. Kailani kept us safe through even the worst of weather, never 
faltering as we pushed her through to take us to our next destination. Of all the places we have 
been in our travels my favorite has always been sitting in the cockpit seven days into a two-
week ocean passage with the sails trimmed to the quartering breeze and Kailani's long 
waterline making boat speed through a stunningly blue ocean under the trade wind clouds. She 
is a sailor’s boat. Two hundred miles in the trades was a typical daily log entry and we once 
recorded a 24-hour run of 259 miles. Every once in a while, the sailing conditions would 
generate big waves and big wind and Kailani would wind up surfing the towering ocean swells 
at more than 20 knots under full control of just the autopilot.  
 
Her accommodations are both comfortable and practical.  The midship saloon seating converts 
to two seven-foot sea berths with integrated lee cloths. The spectacular teak joinery (much of 
which is teak laminate over foam to reduce weight) includes subtle strategically placed 
handholds throughout. There is more than enough interior storage to support months away 

https://youtu.be/OANCY_yVVMo


from civilized ports and a large deep hold forward behind a crash bulkhead that has almost 
limitless capacity for toys, gear, sails, lines and whatever else you need to haul along. Seven 
large opening hatches channel the cooling tropical breezes through the living space. The 
machinery space is isolated from the living quarters behind another watertight bulkhead and 
provides ample room to perform required maintenance and repairs. The cockpit is shallow with 
large drains, the uncluttered outboard decks are sloped so that the high side is level on a heel 
and the deck itself is painted reflective white. All control lines are led aft with the traveler 
forward of the cockpit.  All these little details, and many more throughout the boat, promote 
safety at sea and comfort on the hook. 
 
When the pandemic hit and then stubbornly stuck around, we were forced to pause our travels.  
Unlike many of our less fortunate cruising friends who found themselves trapped in foreign 
ports we had just made landfall on the U.S. east coast. We decided to use the hiatus to 
undertake a major refit so when the world opened up we would be ready to resume our sailing 
adventure.  Now almost three years later our daughter is away at school and we have big 
chunks of time to fill between school breaks. There are a lot of places we missed in the last 
couple of circumnavigations that we would like to see. On the other hand, while we are not 
there yet, sooner or later we’ll have to recognize that age is the great equalizer and we will 
have to modify our cruising plans accordingly.  Kailani is not designed to be a platform for 
coastal day sailing. She needs to head out across thousand-mile chunks of open ocean and to 
linger for weeks in remote anchorages. So, by putting her up for sale at auction we’ll see if 
there is someone out there who can recognize a real cruising boat and wants to embark on that 
journey that has been so rewarding for our family. If not, she has a new rig, new refrigeration, 
new air conditioning and virtually every system has been overhauled or replaced. In short, she 
is ready to go, and one way or another she’s going. 


